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María Eugenia Albornoz Vásquez is a Historian and the Editor of the Revista Historia y Justicia. She works as a Lecturer at the Faculty of Law and the Department of History of the Universidad Alberto Hurtado, and at the School of History of the Universidad Andrés Bello (Chile). She is an Associate Researcher at the Center for Historical Studies of the Universidad Bernardo O’Higgins (Chile). She has published more than forty articles in academic journals and the following books: Experiencias de Conflicto. Subjetividades, cuerpos y sentimientos en Chile, siglos XVIII y XIX (2015) and Sentimientos y justicia. Coordenadas emotivas en la factura de experiencias judiciales. Chile, 1650-1990 (2016).

Catalina Andrango-Walker is a Professor of Spanish at Virginia Tech. Her research is oriented towards the retrieval of the history and material culture of the colonial period in the Andean region by studying non-canonical texts by men and women who were agents of change in their societies. She is the author of El Símbolo católico indiano (1598) de Jerónimo de Oré: saberes coloniales y los problemas de la evangelización en la región andina (2018), and of La construcción de la santidad en la región andina. La vida de la beata Juana de Jesús (1662-1703) (2022), as well as of many articles and book chapters.

Aude Argouse holds a PhD in History and Civilizations from EHESS (École des hautes études en sciences sociales), and a Bachelor’s Degree in Criminal Law and a Master’s Degree in Private International Law from Panthéon-Assas University. She is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Legal Sciences, Faculty of Law, University of Chile. Founding member of the journal Revista Historia y Justicia, she authored ‘Je le dis pour mémoire’: Testaments of Indians, sites of ordinary justice, Cajamarca, Peru, 17th century (2016). Her research focuses on the history of justice and notarial practices, judicial practices of individuals considered illiterate in Hispanic America, and the circulation of legal knowledge. She is particularly interested in the material supports of public writing and the professionalization of the notary (16th-20th centuries).

Anna Clara Basilicò is a PhD candidate at the University of Padua and Ca’ Foscari University of Venice. Her research focuses on the history of Inquisition prisons in Italy in early modern times (16th-19th centuries) and on prison graffiti as sources. In 2021,
she was awarded a two-years scholarship from the Max-Planck Kunsthistorisches Institut of Florence for the project GAP – Graffiti Art in Prison. In 2024 she was visiting fellow at the research centre ‘Cultures of Vigilance’ of the Ludwig-Maximilians University of Munich.

Anne Béroujon is an agrégée History Teacher, a Lecturer in modern history at Grenoble Alpes University and a member of the Laboratoire de Recherche Historique Rhône Alpes (Larhra, UMR 5190). She has published around thirty contributions on the culture of writing in the modern period, with the aim of studying the production and appropriation of a large range of written documents in a context of more widely shared skills. In particular, she is the author of Les écrits à Lyon au XVIIe siècle. Espaces, échanges, identités (2009) and Peuple et pauvres des villes dans la France moderne (2014).

Fernando Bouza is Professor of Modern History at the Complutense University of Madrid, where he teaches about the written records of Iberian Powers from the Renaissance to the 19th century. Specialist in early modern Iberian politics and cultures (oral, visual, handwritten), he is the co-editor of The Iberian World. 1450-1820 (2020); and author of Portugal no tempo dos Filipes (1580-1668) (2000), Communication, Knowledge, and Memory in Early Modern Spain (2004), Hétérographies. Formes de l’écrit au Siècle d’Or espagnol (2010), and Palabra, imagen y mirada en la corte del Siglo de Oro. Historia cultural de las prácticas orales y visuales de la nobleza (2020).

Antonio Castillo Gómez is Full Professor of Historiographic Sciences and Techniques at the University of Alcalá (Spain), where he coordinates the Grupo de Investigación LEA and the Seminario Interdisciplinar de Estudios sobre Cultura Escrita (SIECE). He is a specialist in the study of the social practices of writing and reading, with particular attention to the Modern Age. His most recent works include Leer y oír leer. Ensayos sobre la lectura en los siglos de Oro (2016), El placer de los libros inútiles y otras lecturas en los Siglos de Oro (2018), Grafias no quotidiano: escrita e sociedade na história (séculos XVI-XX) (2021). He is responsible for the curatorship of L’eredità di Armando Petrucci. Tra paleografia e storia sociale (2022). In 2020 he was awarded the University of Alcalá Prize for Research Excellence in Human and Social Sciences. He is currently principal investigator of the research project Vox Populi. Spaces, Practices and Strategies of Visibility of Marginal Writing in the Early Modern and Modern Periods, funded by the Spanish Government.

Jeroen Dewulf is Professor in Folklore and in Dutch Studies at the University of California, Berkeley. He is also associated with the University of Lisbon as a researcher at its Center of History. His research focuses on early modern Portuguese and Dutch colonial history, with an emphasis on the transatlantic slave trade and Black cultural and religious identity formation in the Americas. His most recent book publications include From the Kingdom of Kongo to Congo Square: Kongo Dances and the Origins of the Mardi Gras Indians (2017) and Afro-Atlantic Catholics: America’s First Black Christians (2022).

Marco Francalanci obtained his PhD from the University of Milan and the University of Alcalá with a focus on book history in 2022. His thesis was awarded the Premio extraordinario de doctorado at the Universidad de Alcalá. He has authored several scientific publications and has conducted research on political communication in the Renaissance as well as on popular autobiography. Currently, he is working at the University of Alcalá as a 'Margarita Sálas' postdoctoral researcher, studying popular literature in the modern age.
Jesús Gascón Pérez currently works in the Department of History at the University of Zaragoza, where he teaches Early Modern History and conducts research into the Social and Cultural History of Political Conflicts. He is the author of *La rebelión de las palabras* (2003) and *Alzar banderas contra su rey. La rebelión aragonesa de 1591 contra Felipe II* (2010). His most recent publication is ‘La nobleza aragonesa en la Edad Moderna: entre la fidelidad al reino y el servicio a la monarquía’, which is part of the collective book *Las noblezas de la monarquía de España* (2024).

José Luis Loriente Torres earned his Ph.D. from the Autonomous University of Madrid in 2023. His thesis is due to be published shortly in book form. His research focuses on autobiographical statements within inquisitorial contexts, examining the interactions between declarant, inquisitor, and scribe, and their roles in shaping the final document. He has a keen interest in social and cultural history, and has published several peer-reviewed articles and book chapters in esteemed international journals and with well-known publishers. Additionally, he reads papers at conferences, contributing to the academic discourse on historical documentation, subaltern groups, and inquisitorial procedures.


Juan Pedro Navarro Martínez is a ‘Juan de la Cierva’ postdoctoral researcher (GEHMO/ADHUC) at the University of Barcelona. He obtained his PhD in Social History from the University of Murcia (Extraordinary Award 2023). Previously he was a research fellow at the Royal Academy of Spain in Rome (State Agency for International Cooperation and Development) and training teacher at the University of Murcia, an institution to which he continues to be linked through the research project ‘Generaciones Inciertas’ (Uncertain Generations). His scientific work has been published in national and international journals. His most recent book, *Destruyendo Sodoma* (2024), is the first monograph on sexual crimes between men based on civil courts records. His current lines of research are the repression of the crime of sodomy in Spain and Italy in the early modern age, the construction of masculinity in the Mediterranean and forms of sexual violence.

Eduardo Santos Neumann holds a Bachelor and Master’s Degree in History from the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS) and a PhD in Social History from the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (2005). He is Full Professor at the Department of History and at the Graduate Program in History at UFRGS. He holds a CNPq productivity scholarship. His research topics include: History of Colonial America; Indigenous History; Social History of Written Culture. His main publications include: *Letra de índios: cultura escrita, comunição e memória indígena das Reduções do Paraguai* (2015); with A.F. Barcelos, *A Razão Gráfica Missioneira: escrita e cartografia indígena nas Reduções da América Colonial* (2022); with F. Kuhn, Fábio (eds), *História do Extremo Sul: a formação da fronteira meridional da América* (2022).
Mariana Valeria Parma holds a PhD in History and a Postdoc in Human and Social Sciences at the University of Buenos Aires (Argentina). She has participated in several research projects of national institutions on medieval and modern Europe, particularly on the themes of conflict, armed mobilisation and the politicisation of the subalterns. She has participated in collective works published by the Foundation for the History of Spain and the University of Valencia and has written several academic articles in international and national journals. In 2023, the University of Valencia published her book *Guerras Plebeyas. Luchas políticas en la Germania, 1519-1522*.

Teresa Peláez Domínguez graduated in History at the University of València, where she specialized in the history of the early modern Western Mediterranean. She is currently a PhD candidate at the same institution. Her research interests focus on slavery and forced labor in Mediterranean societies during the early modern period. She has studied the writings of Christian slaves in Islamic societies who returned to Christianity in the late 16th and early 17th centuries. Her current PhD research focuses on Muslim slaves in the Mediterranean galleys of the Hispanic Monarchy during the 16th Century.

Juan Manuel Ramírez Velázquez is an Assistant Professor of Spanish and Colonial Latin American Literatures at Colgate University. He completed his Ph.D. in Hispanic Studies and a Graduate Certificate in Latin American Studies at Washington University in St. Louis. He is currently working on his first monograph focusing on the intersections of gender, race, and mobility in early modern and colonial Latin American legal documents from the perspectives of literary performance and affect theory. His scholarly work has been published in the *Bulletin of Spanish Studies and Hispanic Review*, and in various edited volumes.

Lisl Schoepflin received her doctoral degree in Latin American History from the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA). She received her B.A. in Theater and Anthropology at the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, and her M.A. in History at UCLA. She is a postdoctoral fellow at the Instituto de Investigación de Estética at Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México. She was awarded the Fulbright-Hays DDRA and the Getty pre-doctoral residency fellowships and UCLA’s 2023 Thomas E. Lifka Dissertation Prize. Her scholarly interests include indigenous and colonial ethnohistory and social memory practices in the Andes, and the Americas more broadly.